Inferring the underlying depth map from a single image is an ill-posed and inherently ambiguous problem. State-of-the-art deep learning methods can now estimate accurate depth maps, but when projected into 3D, still lack local detail and are often highly distorted. We propose a multi-scale convolution neural network to learn from single RGB images fine-scaled depth maps that result in realistic 3D reconstructions. To encourage spatial coherency, we introduce spatial coordinate feature maps and a local relative depth constraint. In our network, the three scales are closely integrated with skip fusion layers, making it highly efficient to train with large-scale data. Experiments on the NYU Depth v2 dataset shows that our depth predictions are not only competitive with state-of-the-art but also leading to 3D reconstructions that are accurate and rich with detail.
Introduction
Estimating depth for common outdoor or indoor scenes from monocular RGB images is a challenging task in computer vision with widespread applications in scene understanding, depth-aware image editing or re-rendering, 3D modeling, robotics, etc. Given a single RGB image as input, the goal is to predict a dense depth map for each pixel or superpixel. Inferring the underlying depth is an ill-posed and inherently ambiguous problem. In particular, indoor scenes have large textural and structural variations, heavy object occlusions and rich geometric details, all of which contributes to the difficulty of accurate depth estimation.
To deal with the ambiguity of depth estimation from a single image, previous works relied on strong priors, based on either geometry or scene knowledge. Before RGB-D images were readily available, it was possible to construct simple 3D models from the image labels [5] or estimate mean depth values from image structure [17] but not predict dense depth maps. Once RGB-D data could be collected from laser or depth cameras on a large scale, it became feasible to apply learning-based approaches for dense depth estimation [6, 11, 13, 14, 21] . Nevertheless, with only hand-crafted features, the inferred depth maps can only approximate the global layout of an image and not depth at finer scales (see example in Fig. 1(b) ). In recent years, deep learning methods have demonstrated their strength in a c 2016. The copyright of this document resides with its authors. It may be distributed unchanged freely in print or electronic forms. arXiv:1607.00730v1 [cs.CV] 4 Jul 2016 (d) Ours (c) DCNF [10] (b) Discrete-continuous CRF [11] (a) Ground truth multitude of vision tasks, including monocular depth estimation. Depth accuracy on a perpixel basis has improved significantly with elegantly designed convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [2, 8, 10, 18] . Rather than yielding over-smoothed approximations which estimate only the coarse depth of large structures such as walls and ceilings, state-of-the-art multiscale networks [1] can capture finer-scale items such as furniture and home accessories.
A pinnacle of success for depth estimation is the ability to generate realistic and accurate 3D scene reconstructions from the estimated depths. We observe that despite the impressive evaluation scores of recent works [1, 10] , estimated depth maps suffer from artifacts at a local scale and unsatisfactory alignments between surfaces. These distortions become especially prominent when projected into 3D, for example the sloped floor in Fig. 1(c) . We hypothesize that comes from a lack of explicit global spatial treatment in standard CNNs. For example, two locally similar image regions may have very different depths depending on their locations in the scene. Conversely, two visually distinct regions may have similar depths, e.g. picture frames hanging on a wall. Furthermore, despite the improvements in recovering local structure, estimated depth maps still lack detail and it is precisely this detail which makes 3D reconstructions realistic and true to life (see Fig. 1(d) ).
It is with the goal of 3D reconstruction from estimated depth maps and preserving local structure and detail that we motivate our work. We want to benefit from the increased accuracy of deep learning, but with standard CNN architectures, pooling after convolution repeatedly shrinks image resolution and is contradictory to preserving detail. Other end-toend estimation tasks such as optical flow [3] and semantic segmentation [12] face similar challenges of maintaining resolution and have introduced up-convolution strategies [12] and concatenated feature maps or predictions [3] from previous parts of the network. Inspired by these works, as well as the success of multi-scale CNNs [1, 2] , we introduce a threestage CNN that performs coarse-to-fine image understanding to predict accurate depths. We closely integrate the layers at each scale with feature map fusion, which offers significant speed benefits for network convergence in comparison to previous state-of-the-art [1] . The network architecture is shown in Fig. 2 ; five layer-fusions allow for feature passing between scales to accumulate image understanding from global to local.
We also make two additions to our network which make it especially suitable for preserving local structure. First, we take a two dimensional coordinate feature map as an additional network input to provide location cues. This simple tweak, inspired by [20] , is trivial to implement but results in more accurate depth estimations, especially in image regions heavy in texture and or noise. Secondly, we introduce a relative depth constraint in the CNN loss function to encourage more coherent spatial structures. In comparison to [1] which uses only depth gradient constraints, we show that learning relative depth between neighboring pixels better captures local structures with less artifacts. The main contributions of our work can be summarized as follows:
• We explicitly integrate spatial information into our CNN network by introducing a coordinate feature map and a relative depth constraint. These additions better capture the local structural details and helps prevent artifacts in smooth planar areas.
• We propose a small batch-size training strategy, resulting in a network that is fast to train with low memory requirements.
• Our proposed method yields results that are not only competitive with state-of-the-art but also lead to realistic 3D reconstructions with fine details.
Related Work
Depth estimation and 3D reconstruction is a rich field of study; we focus our review only on methods using single images as input. A key strategy in early works for handling depth ambiguity given a single input image was to use strong assumptions and or prior knowledge. For example, Saxena et al. [13, 14] devised a multi-scale Markov Random Field, but assumed that all scenes are horizontally aligned with the ground plane. Hoiem et al. [5] , instead of predicting depth explicitly, estimated geometric structures for major image regions and composed simple 3D models to represent the scene.
Once the capture of RGBD images became readily available, data-driven learning-based approaches gained popularity. Karsch et al. [6] proposed an non-parametric method to transfer depth from aligned exemplars and formulated depth estimation as an optimization problem with smoothness constraints. Liu et al. [11] modelled image regions as super-pixels and introduced discrete-continuous optimization for depth estimation; this was further improved by integrating mid-level region features and global scene layout [21] . Others tried to improve depth estimations by exploiting semantic labels [4, 7, 9] . All above mentioned methods use hand-crafted features and results depth estimates are still coarse and lack the finer details necessary for many applications in computer vision and graphics.
The use of deep learning has proven highly effective for depth estimation [1, 2, 8, 10, 18] . Liu et al. [10] combined CNNs and CRFs in a unified framework to jointly learn unary and pairwise potentials with CNNs. Eigen et al. [1, 2] used a multi-scale deep network to predict higher resolution depth map, which better captures structural details. Our system architecture is based on the network in [1] ; however, our network has several improvements and offers faster convergence as we introduce additional layer fusions between scales. We discuss the differences in detail in Section 3.
Network Architecture
To learn fine-scaled depth maps from single indoor scenes, we propose the multi-scale deep network illustrated in Fig. 2 Our network is similar in structure to the state-of-the-art three-scaled network of Eigen et al. [1] . The key difference, however, is in the way we propagate information across the different scales. The network in [1] fuses outputs from the last output of previous scale In comparison, we use five skip layer fusions across the three scales. A 5 × 5 convolution layer is added on pool3 and pool4, which are concatenated with layers in the second scale at layer 2.2 and 2.4 after upsampling. The feature vector of the last fully connected layer is reshaped to match the resolution of the second scale and fused to layer 2.6. These three links provide a hierarchical understanding of an image, which we found leads to better capturing of local structure and faster network convergence.
The second scale predicts depth at a coarse level and outputs a 53 × 70 depth map. The third scale improves the prediction at a higher resolution and refines local structural details. We add additional inputs of X and Y coordinates, normalized to [0, 1], for each image as a proxy for spatial information and concatenate this with the feature maps from Scale 1 and layer 2.1. Using the coordinate maps gives local filters a better sense of global spatial structure, which in turn leads to more accurate depth predictions. In addition, a 5 × 5 convolution layer is added to layer 2.8 and linked to Scale 3. We concatenate the upsampled feature map fused from layer 2.8 and the prediction from layer 2.9 at layer 3.2 in Scale 3.
Learning

Training Loss
We denote the predicted depth map as D and D gt as ground truth depth and use depth in log-scale which we found makes training more stable. We define the loss for training as
where d = D − D gt is an error map and N is number of pixels with valid depth values. Holes with missing ground truth, typical of RGBD data collected by the Kinect, are not considering in the loss. The first term in the loss is absolute depth error; the second term is our added relative depth constraint, which enforces the difference between pixels in D to be similar with the difference in D gt . K is the number of valid pixels in a 3 × 3 neighbourhood of pixel i. Preliminary experiments showed that larger neighbourhoods did not significantly improve the results, so we keep the neighbourhood fixed at 3 × 3 for all experiments.
Implementation details
The convolutional layers in Scale 1 are initialised with weights from the pretrained VGG network [16] . The fully connected layers in Scale 1 and other layers in Scale 2 and Scale 3 are initialized randomly. The learning rates used are shown in Fig. 2 . The dropout rate of layer 1.6 is set to 0.5. All learning rates are stepped down by a factor of 10 after 0.2M gradient steps, and trained for an additional 0.2M steps. We apply two training phases; first is a joint training of Scale 1 and Scale 2 to generate coarse depths. This low-resolution map accurately captures the global structure of the scene, but lacks local detail. We fix the weights of these two scales and train Scale 3 to predict depth at higher resolutions.
Test image
Ground-truth Liu et al [11] Liu et al [10] Ours Figure 4 : Comparisons of depth estimates on the NYU Depth v2 dataset.
Input Data
We train our network architecture using the NYU Depth v2 dataset [15] according to the standard scene split, with 335 scenes for training. Depth images and RGB images are synchronized according to time stamp; corrupt images are filtered out according to file size, which help avoid vanishing and or exploding gradients. We end up with around 280K RGB-D image pairs for training. After alignment of the depth image with its corresponding RGB image, there remains a rectangular area of 427 × 561 with valid depth values. Input RGB images are first cropped to this valid depth region and then down-sampled by half to 214 × 281. We further augment the training data on-line during training with random transforms including scaling, rotation, translation, horizontal flips, brightness and contrast.Preliminary experiments show that the horizontal flip contributes the most, likely because it generates larger variations in RGB input and depth output.
Experimentation
Evaluation
We evaluate our method on several common measures used in prior works [1, 2, 8, 10, 11] include mean relative error (rel): Eigen et al [1] , batch size 2 Ours, batch size 2 Figure 5 : A comparison of the log10 training error between our proposed network and [1] . Note that only the first 6 epochs are shown and [1] has not yet converged.
values on percentage(%) δ < thr are better. Finally, we we show qualitative evaluations by comparing the generated 3D reconstructions by projecting the estimated 2D depth maps to a corresponding 3D point cloud based on the Kinect camera projection matrix.
Depth Estimation Results
Table. 1 shows that our prediction accuracy is competitive with state-of-the-art. Our results are marginally weaker than [1] according to the common metrics. We also notice that, although the coordinate map and relative depth constraints help to preserve local details, there is no significant improvement on these metrics. However, qualitatively, one can see that our predicted depth maps are closer to ground truth and have richer details (see Fig. 4 ). This becomes especially evident when projected to 3D (see Fig. 6 ).
The work of Liu et al. [10] , which used superpixels for depth estimation also preserves edges very cleanly in 2D; however when projected to 3D, it suffers from distortions and artifacts as shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 6 . The main reason is that each local (superpixel) region has the same or very similar depth even after in-painting, which leads to unsmooth surfaces and discontinuities. Comparing with Liu et al. [10] and Eigen et al. [1] , our 3D reconstruction is more accurate in alignment between surfaces. Fig. 3 illustrates the benefits in spatial consistency from using coordinate inputs and the relative depth constraints. Fig. 3 (a) , (b), (c) are from the predicted depth map of Scale 2. In particular, it makes the network more robust for example to the specularities and reflections which typically lead to surface misalignments. We also find that our method is able to generalize beyond the current NYU Depth v2 dataset; in Fig. 7 
Training Batch Size, Convergence and Timing
For common batch training, weight changes are accumulated over some b s > 1 of instances, and then averaged for final weight updating; on-line training occurs when b s = 1. The previous literature has conflicting claims on the impact of batch size during training. Batch training is implied to be theoretically superior to on-line training as it uses the true gradient, though others claim that on-line training learns quicker [19] . For our experiments, using a small batch size results in significantly faster convergence of the network. We speculate the following causes. First, in our training data, there is redundancy, since training frames are extracted from continuous video. If the individual filter weight changes by b s instances in a batch are in the same or close direction, then on-line training will be b s times as fast as batch training. Secondly, on-line learning use local gradients, which tend to be noisy and may contradict each other; however, this noise imparts an advantage in being able to easily move out of local minima and eventually converges, as long as it moves on average in the direction of the true gradient. We use a batch size of 2 to speed up the training. It takes around 22 hours for joint training Scale 1 and Scale 2 and 6 hours for training Scale 3 on a single NVidia Titan X GPU. Each epoch cycles through the 280K training images. We find that convergence is significantly faster than previous works [1, 10] (see Fig. 5 ) and has lower GPU memory requirements. In particular, comparing with [10] , which needed 33 hours to train their network on about 800 image samples, our network achieves the same accuracy and error by 0.5 epochs in only 3 hours. In [1] , it took 2.5M gradient steps for convergence at a fine scale; in comparison, our network requires only 0.4M gradient steps with 3 epochs.
Failed Training Schemes
Training CNNs requires much patience; we report some failed training schemes in hopes that it will guide the community. First, we tried joint training of all three scales together, but found that the network was much slower to converge and resulting depth maps were overly smooth. We hypothesize that this is due to the fact that our current loss function, despite having a the relative depth term, sis not aggressive enough in preserving local detail. As such, a decrease in loss does not help in improving local structure; indeed, the loss does not decrease much during the training of Scale 3. We also tried an architecture using only two scales, with Scale 2 set to a higher resolution of 107 × 140. This configuration did not improve depth estimates; both accuracy and details were worse and overall training converged at much higher losses. Our intuition is that the network has a hard time filling the large resolution gap between Scale 1 and Scale 2, from coarse to fine directly, instead of gradually with three scales.
Conclusion
We have proposed a multi-scale CNN architecture for depth estimation in which we explicitly integrate spatial information via a coordinate feature map and relative depth constraints. With a small batch-size training strategy, training our network is much faster than previous work and significantly saves GPU memory. Experiments on the NYU Depth v2 dataset demonstrate that our proposed method yields results that are not only competitive with stateof-the-art but also lead to realistic 3D reconstructions with fine details. In the current work, we have addressed only the estimation of depth from an RGB source. It is likely that by combining the task with other estimates such as surface normals as well as semantic labels, one can improve the depth estimates.
